July 29, 2010

James B. Martin, Regional Administrator
USEPA, Region 8
Mail code: 8RA
1595 Wynkoop Street
Denver, CO 80202-8917

Re: Greenhouse Gas Tailoring Rule

Dear Mr. Martin:

In response to correspondence from your office dated June 10, 2010, and the final Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Rule published in the Federal Register on June 3, 2010, Utah intends to adopt the term “subject to regulation” as established by EPA in the GHG Tailoring Rule, in implementing both PSD and part 70 Title V state programs. To accomplish this, we will undertake rule changes. Our plan and schedule is to adopt the final rule changes by the end of December 2010.

If you have any questions, please contact Regg Olsen at 801-536-4165.

Sincerely,

M. Cheryl Heying
Director
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cc: Carl Daly
    Callie Videtic
    Mike Owens